Twenty Years of a Pre-Symptomatic Testing Protocol for Late-Onset Neurological Diseases in Portugal.
The national protocol of genetic counselling and pre-symptomatic testing for late-onset neurological diseases began in Portugal in 1995. Initially, it was accessible only to adults at-risk for Machado-Joseph disease, but was later extended to other hereditary ataxias, to Huntington's disease and to familial amyloid polyneuropathy caused by Val30Met mutation at the transthyretin gene. The aim of this study was to describe the profile of the population seeking pre-symptomatic testing, while also reflecting on the experience of conducting the protocol of multidisciplinary sessions since 1996. We conducted a retrospective study and collected data from clinical records of consultands who requested pre-symptomatic testing at our centre in Porto (Portugal) during the first twenty years of practice (1996 - 2015). A total of 1446 records were reviewed. The most common reason for testing was to reduce uncertainty (41.7%). The rate of withdrawals before results disclosure was lower (16%) than reported in other international experiences with pre-symptomatic testing, while 45% of the consultands dropped out the protocol after learning the test results (73.5% of them were non-carriers). As far as the mutation carriers were concerned, 29.6% adhered to the protocol a year after test disclosure. Consultands that had learned about presymptomatic testing through healthcare professionals tended to adhere more to pre-symptomatic testing consultations. The profile of Portuguese consultands at risk for late-onset neurological diseases is similar to those reported in other international programs. The largest group in this data set was the one comprising the subjects at risk for familial amyloid polyneuropathy caused by Val30Met mutation at the transthyretin gene, and it is likely that therapeutic options for this condition may have influenced this result. Adherence to pre-symptomatic testing may change in the future since effective therapies are available (or given the fact that people think effective treatments are imminent). This study reflects the first comprehensive description of a Portuguese experience with pre-symptomatic testing for late onset neurological diseases. The development of innovative approaches to improve the consultands' experience with pre-symptomatic testing and their engagement in genetic departments is still a challenge in Portuguese genetics healthcare departments. A better coordination among primary care and genetics healthcare services is needed.